MEET BRNO
A feedback from the participants of
the events organized by Brno for you

WHAT WAS THE MOST USEFUL INFORMATION FOR
OUR PARTICIPANTS?

80% - Basic information for newcomers

60% - What to do in Brno
20% - EU and volunteering
opportunities

100% PARTICIPANTS AGREED THAT THIS EVENT HELPED
THEM TO...
...understand different cultures better, to
appreciate the diversity
...orientate better in the new environment
of Brno, both geographically and socially

...make contact with new people, opening
the door to the Brno community

...get new tips about interesting places in Brno and what
is possible to do here
....discover new opportunities in volunteering and being
an active citizen.

....have fun with other newcomers and spend time in the
group of other interesting people, share experience and
information

HOW DID YOU LIKE THE OVERALL ATMOSPHERE?

5 (the worst)

1 (the best)

bad atmosphere

friendly atmosphere

1,3
THEY FOUND OUT NEW INFORMATION MOSTLY ABOUT:

86% - Volunteering, European diversity,
Brno city culture and life

71% - Erasmus+, opportunities abroad,
Czech republic

WHAT DID THEY ENJOY THE MOST?

100% - sharing in groups and getting to know
each other, meeting new people
- Nonformal way of getting new Infos and
used interactive tools and approach

94% - Atmosphere
80% - People who

participated

75% - Action Bound game

FEEDBACKS AND MESSAGES FOR THE TEAM:
As a newcomer and especially during this time, it is
tough to connect with other newcomers who speak
English. This event made this easy.

I was very satisfied with the personal approach
towards the participants and I found the tips and
experiences that were shared useful and inspiring.

Thank you for the event, i have many information
that i didn't know before

Please keep your events coming - This one was
perfect for me, as I've been missing going to the pub
and meeting new people... So I want to thank you for
organizing this and certainly want to see you again :)

